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The period saw the rise of the political pamphlet and essay, but the leading genre of the Enlightenment became the novel. The prose style became clear, graceful and polished. The poets of the period did not deal with strong human passions; they were more interested in the problems of everyday life, and discussed things in verse. The hero of the novel was no longer a prince but a representative of the middle class. In that year, he became the secretary of Sir William Temple, an English politician and member of the Whig party. In 1694, he took religious orders in the Church of Ireland and then spent a year as a country parson. He then spent further time in the service of Temple before returning to Ireland to become the chaplain of the earl of Berkeley.
Examining the development of a secular, purely material conception of human beings in the early Enlightenment, *Bodies of Thought* provides a fresh perspective on the intellectual culture of this period, and challenges certain influential interpretations of irreligious thought and the “Radical Enlightenment.” Beginning with the debate on the soul in England, in which political and religious concerns were intertwined, and ending with the eruption of materialism onto the public stage in mid-eighteenth-century France, Ann Thomson looks at attempts to explain how the material brain thinks.
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